BEFORE & AFTER
Removing walls
and enlarging
windows allow the
California sunshine
to stream in. “My
favorite thing about
the house is how you
can see nature and
natural light from
anywhere in it,” says
Terri Reyes. “It’s
much more serene
and calming now.”
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Embracing the
unexpected, a
Hollywood couple
recast their traditional
cottage as a
contemporary
loftlike space.
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ix years ago, when newlyweds Terri Reyes
and Michael Begler bought their Los
Angeles home, the 1930s cottage was far
from romantic. The traditional house had
a choppy ﬂoor plan and small multipaned
windows that blocked much of the
California sunshine. Walls painted a range
of browns—from café au lait to dark
chocolate—further dragged down the look. Despite the
grimness, the couple had a gut instinct about the house.
“It had a good feeling,” says Terri. “I loved the quiet
location and the views.”
Terri and Michael moved in and repainted it with
warm colors in an attempt to brighten the space. The
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transformation might have ended there, but then there
was a leak in Michael’s lower-level office, where he
spends time writing movie scripts. The couple called on
architects Michael Striegal and Joel Agacki to solve the
problem—and to offer a few design ideas while they
were at it. The architects suggested enclosing the patio
deck above the ofﬁce, a project that eventually sparked
an extensive remodeling that not only changed the
shape of their house but also their design style.
Rather than outﬁt the 15×18-foot addition with green
stucco and mullioned windows to match the existing
house, the architects suggested modern mahogany
siding and large metal sliding glass doors that wrap
around a corner and open onto a small deck. The couple
loved the look. “They were closet modernists living in a
traditional house,” says Agacki. “The more we talked,
the more it became clear that they were into modernism. They just didn’t know it.”
Terri and Michael, whose design tastes previously
veered toward traditional, embraced the new style
concept—so much so that they were inspired to solve
their other design problems in a modern
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Glimpses of the once-traditional cottage lie in the existing
stucco walls and gabled roofs (top). The mahogany-clad
addition—formerly a patio—announces the home’s new
modern sensibility.
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way. “We felt like this represented a fresh start and a
chance to wipe the slate clean,” Michael says. “We
decided to go with it.”
“Going with it” meant doing away with the bevy
of small separated rooms. They took down walls to
create a large open ﬂoor plan on the upper level, where
materials and design elements now ﬂow unobstructed
in fluid spaces. Gone are the dark moldings, different
color rooms, and small windows. In their places are
clean-line baseboard moldings, large windows that capture the sun, bright white walls, and beautifully grained
brown walnut ﬂoors and storage units. “Storage was one
of our Number One priorities,” says Terri.
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The couple selected furnishings for their sleek lines. To create
a large, modern coffee table (above), they joined six $10
end tables, using hook-and-loop tape and plastic zip ties.
A former patio above Michael’s ofﬁce is now a den (left).
Storage cabinets maximize the efﬁciency of the small room
while visually linking it to the rest of the house. The new
L-shape balcony isn’t large, but it still allows enough space for
the couple to relax or play with dog Freddie.
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To make a long, narrow room
seem as if it stretches on, and
therefore look larger, paint the
end wall black. Contrary to the
idea that it’s constricting, black
can visually open up a space. It’s
not a dead-end color.
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“We had a few small closets. Now we have storage all over
the house.” In addition to the improved function, the house
also seems larger, thanks to shared ﬁnishes and colors that
blur the boundaries of each room and unite the spaces.
The kitchen illustrates the new approach. Before the
remodeling, the space was divided into two small
squares: the cooking area and a utility room. White
cabinets with scallop trim hung above tiled countertops
and uncomfortable terra-cotta tile ﬂoors. Walls between
the two rooms were removed to create a galley-style
kitchen. Although the kitchen still isn’t large, longer
expanses of sleek cabinets provide much more drawer
and cabinet space. There’s also more room for countertops, which are outﬁtted in easy-care quartz composite.
Natural light ﬂoods the room through large windows
along the kitchen and into the rest of the house.
“Cooking in the old kitchen was drudgery,” says
Michael. “Now it’s our dream kitchen.”
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The galley kitchen (top) is a dream for Terri and Michael, who
love to cook. Walnut cabinets provide ample storage, and
windows on both sides of the room bring in light. Windows
behind the translucent acrylic sliding doors on the upper
cabinetry allow natural light to ﬁlter in without sacriﬁcing
storage space; glassware stored there intensiﬁes the light.
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Throughout the house, drama comes from contrast. The warm hues of
the walnut ﬂoors and cabinetry play off the white walls. Black window
frames and a black accent wall in the kitchen punctuate the spaces,
furthering the contemporary look. Bold color is largely reserved for
accents, art, and a few small furnishings. Bright jolts of orange and green
emanate from the upholstery of the dining room chairs, throw on a den
armchair, a patterned rug on the kitchen ﬂoor, and art and accessories in
the living room. A more permanent use of color—and a rather daring move
for a couple just venturing into contemporary style—is the red ﬂoor in one
of the downstairs ofﬁces.
Changing styles and color schemes meant Michael and Terri had to
rethink furnishings. Although they had accumulated a few pieces of
modern furniture, they needed to add to their collection to complete the
look. Having resurfaced the ﬁreplace in their living room with a stainlesssteel frame, that room begged for new clean-line furnishings. To control
costs, they combined big-ticket items with budget ones. A Ligne Roset
dining table, for example, sits near a coffee table fashioned from $10 IKEA
end tables. “You need to go with what you like, no matter what the price
range,” says Terri. “ Just because something is inexpensive doesn’t mean
it won’t look good. You just have to trust your instincts.”
By trusting their instincts, this open-minded couple discovered a new
design style as well as a whole new way of life. “Since the remodel, our
lives have become less cluttered and simpler because the house has much
more order and logic,” says Terri. “I would say we are modernists, but
with a warm, livable style.”
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The couple’s ofﬁces are on the lower level. Inexpensive red vinyl tiles offer
practicality and bring a modern spirit to Terri’s work space (above). Sleek
cabinets provide screened storage. Using lower-cost options for their ofﬁces
allowed Michael and Terri to splurge on walnut ﬂoors and cabinets on the
upper level, where they entertain guests.
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